ENTERPRISE MOBILITY

FLEXIBILITY IN TRANSIT

USER EXPERIENCE IS
EVERYTHING IN MOBILITY
With a growing number of organisations going ‘mobile
first’ in their IT activities, enterprise mobility is a trend
that’s here to stay. In fact, many would say it’s the ‘new
normal’. Alex Meehan reports
or many Irish companies, the need to
conduct business while on the move
is increasingly just a fact of life. Communication in business is all about being
contactable and having the information you
need at your fingertips, and that’s where enterprise mobility shines.
“The ability to do business on the move is
extremely important to our customers. But
it’s important to note that enterprise mobility
isn’t just about mobile phones, it’s about more
than just 4G or 5G coverage, international
roaming or even an enterprise device policy
such as bring your own device (BOYD),”

F

said Damien O’Rourke, enterprise business
development manager for Welltel.
“It’s also about collaboration and the ability
to work effectively from any location as well
as being able to use tools such as instant messaging (IM), video, multi-party conferencing
and team huddle or collaboration spaces. That
kind of thing is an increasingly important
aspect of enterprise mobility.”
Mobility is becoming ever more relevant
in the typical Irish workplace because mobile solutions are increasingly about more
than just smartphones. True mobility is platform independent — it’s about meeting the
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need of the user rather than steering them to
a particular workflow.
“This is important in eliminating channel
silos and allows users to start a conversation
on one device and move to another without
missing a beat. It also significantly reduces
the risks, complexity and cost of managing
multiple siloed applications,” said O’Rourke.
The access-anywhere element of these
applications has opened up the idea of smart
working and the ability of workers to work
wherever they are. Working from home,
flexi-working and the ability to avoid killer
urban commutes is an important part of this.
“People are having to deal with soaring
urban house prices and ever-increasing commute times. To be able to deliver any kind of
work-life balance, companies need to be able
to deliver flexibility. This is particularly true
if they want to attract and retain talented
employees,” said O’Rourke.
“If you’re not providing these kinds of facilities, you can be sure your competitors are

and it’s hard enough to find and hang on to
staff as it is. We are also seeing a significant
shift in the contact centre and customer care
market to this model.”
One of the reasons for this is that mobility has a significant role to play in ensuring
business continuity. When freak weather
appears or issues in the employee’s personal
life arise, it can be very helpful to be able to
facilitate working from home.
“2017’s Hurricane Ophelia and ‘The Beast
from the East’ effectively brought a number of
Irish companies to a standstill. Unified communications, which encompasses mobility,
has a large part to play in business continuity,”
said O’Rourke.
“We are seeing a number of enterprises
opting for enterprise cloud UC and contact
centre hosted services, sighting the challenges
of 2017 as a significant factor. This strategy
negates not only the risk of employees not
been able to access the office, but also factors
in issues such as power outages, flooding
or telephone lines being brought down by
fallen trees.”
In a disaster situation, what a company
needs more than anything else is reliable
communication channels as well as access
to business and other critical systems and
information, according to Liam Tully, chief
technology officer with Telcom.
“In the days before mobile technology,
organisations would purchase a second,
stand-by phone system as a back-up in case
of system failure, sometimes keeping it at
an off-site location. Thankfully this costly
exercise is no longer necessary as mobility is
now a core part of almost every business and,
with the right continuity plan in place, your

mobility assets can be this failover,” he said.
“Enterprise mobility solutions are important because they allow for a more dynamic
business. In a competitive business world,
having access to data on the go provides a
competitive advantage, especially in a country
like Ireland where many large companies
are taking some time to migrate from legacy
systems to the cloud.”
From Tully’s point of view, the importance
of mobility lies primarily in its ability to allow companies to monitor and keep an eye
on their team’s productivity, as well as its
ability to facilitate collaboration on any piece
of work.
“Collaboration can now happen merely
opening a phone. Mobility is a trend that is
accelerating at a very fast rate and by not enabling your workforce with mobility solutions
you are hindering their ability to be more
productive in their day-to-day processes.”
This is a sentiment that Michele Neylon of
Blacknight Solutions agrees with. Blacknight
specialises in offering Microsoft Office 365, as
well as other systems that are mobile friendly
by design.
“Over the last couple of years, we’re seeing
more and more people ditching their desktops
and in some cases even ditching their laptops.
They’re moving to iPads and iPad Pro devices, or even just to their smartphones. Some
handsets now come with generous screens so
that they can be used for nearly all business
applications, other than perhaps extended
writing or spreadsheet use,” said Neylon.
“For a lot of people, working is now routinely a matter of using their mobile devices.
Their smartphone has gone from being their
second or even third major work screen to
their primary screen. A few years ago, that
wouldn’t have been possible, but if you look
at how a lot of those apps have developed,
they’re pretty usable now. It’s basically possible to work that way.”
As a case in point, Neylon points to Microsoft’s Office suite or Google’s G suite of
productivity tools, which provide what he
describes as ‘very usable’ versions of their
desktop counterparts.
“You can get access to Word, Excel and
more on them. The Outlook client is very
usable these days, it’s really evolved. But
even if you’re looking at free applications
like Google’s and others, they’re making the
difference between mobile and desktop less
and less relevant,” he said.
“The question of when you need a desktop
has changed. Now you only really need one if
you’re working on long and complicated documents or projects — in that kind of situation,
a phone won’t cut it. For everything else, you
can probably work quite well on mobile.”
What’s changed, according to Neylon, is
not particularly the technology, but rather
the usability of the technology.
“You could do a lot of the same things a
few years ago, but the difference is that you
wouldn’t have wanted to because the user experience wasn’t very good. Today it is, and it’s
accessible to companies of all sizes,” he said.
The advantage of implementing a mobile-first approach to business technology
is that it provides a degree of freedom that
people really value.
“The amount of time some people spend
commuting is crazy so there are real advantages to allowing someone to regulate their
hours and split some of them with working
from home. There are downsides as well, of
course — if someone is ‘working from home’
then there is a tendency for employers to
treat them as an always-on resource and
be sending them work emails late into the
evening,” said Neylon.
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“So the whole thing needs to be balanced
out.”
According to Kenneth Arthur, chief commercial officer with VisionID, two significant
drivers of enterprise mobility among its customers are the twin concerns of improving
efficiency and processes.
“We see a big demand among customers
who want to reduce or remove paperwork
entirely from their processes. That’s the van
drivers on the road, the healthcare workers
who are mobile and so on. Hospital environments are a case in point, where nurses are
using mobile devices to scan blood samples,
patient records and instead of reading info off
charts, they’re using mobile devices,” he said.
“Scan-for-safety is very prevalent in Britain and it’s starting here — there are projects
under way here now with the HSE. But it’s
the same on a factory floor or, say, in a clean
room where paperwork can be a source of
contamination. That all involves mobilising
the workforce — that’s enterprise mobility
for us.”
From this point of view, mobility is about
a lot more than just giving workers access
to their email on a mobile phone. It’s about
increasing productivity and providing access to real time information to enable better
decision-making. The result is end-to-end
visibility throughout the company.
“We’re asking how can we help our customers enhance their customers’ experience? It’s all in the service of that. That’s the
differentiator for a lot of companies at the
moment, that’s the reason they’re engaging
with enterprise mobility at all,” said Arthur.
“Sure it’s great to increase productivity
and reduce costs — but that’s only part of
the challenge, it’s about taking things on a
level as well.
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If a company doesn’t have a formal mobility
strategy past providing email on employees’
phones, the question of cost arises — how
expensive is it to rearrange your IT estate
to make your systems available via mobile
devices?
“It can be expensive because it can be complex. But the cost is dropping all the time. It
used to be the case that you needed specialised kit — ruggedised devices for manufacturing etc — but now the industry has moved
away from that and you can do an awful lot
using the as-a-service model. For example,
you can get devices as a service and it doesn’t
really matter what the device is,” said Arthur.
“If you want to look at an operational expenditure rather than a capital expenditure
model, that’s perfectly possible.”
For many companies in the middle of implementing an enterprise mobility project,
a key concern is getting all line-of-business
applications working in mobile environments
— not only on laptops and tablets, but also
on phones.
For Dell EMC, this is an ongoing process that
it sees as key to its ability to offer enterprise
mobility solutions.
“We have our own app store and customers
can easily download a lot of the custom apps
they need to their phones and that creates real
mobility. It’s a case of any device, anywhere.
There is a lot going on in the background to
make sure that we get those applications
right,” said Catherine Doyle, enterprise regional sales director with Dell EMC.
Underpinning this is a focus on the user
experience to make sure the applications
Dell EMC are rolling out are not just techni-

Communications in the cloud
For a growing number of Irish businesses, the question of how best to handle
phonecalls in the era of mobility is best addressed by moving those calls into the
cloud.
“It’s steadily becoming easier to handle phone calls using voice over internet
protocol, or VoIP, systems. By routing calls over the internet, a whole host of options
become possible and control rests with the company on how to handle their own
calls,” said Igor Toma, chief technology officer at Nuacom.
When a customer rings a business number using Nuacom’s systems, one of a number of things can happen depending on what settings have been selected. The call
can be routed to a message minder, it can ring everywhere in a department, it can
ring reception, or the caller can be played menu options.
Using this system, calls are recorded and monitored perfectly and answering
duties can be distributed fairly around a department.
“Because it’s all based in the cloud there is enormous flexibility. You can have an
app running on a smartphone that will make you accessible anywhere to anyone
who dials your landline number and extension number. The days of missing someone because they’ve left their desk are gone,” he said.
“It’s also possible to sync call data with a customer relationship management
system or other business application.”
A full cloud plan with Nuacom starts from €5 per user per month, based on a
minimum of ten users.

cally able to perform, but also fit in with the
workflow of the people destined to use them.
“User experience is really important. You
don’t want to have people jumping through
hoops to use an app. Any good app should
be streamlined around the needs of the user
and be able to function without needing too
many button pushes etc,” said Doyle.
“In addition, we’re also focusing as much
choice as is possible around the kinds of devices that can be used. Different companies
have different budgets and different preferences for how they want to work and we
fit in around that using a self-service portal
where they can order devices.”
To produce the best possible user experience, Dell EMC pioneered an approach
internally which saw it nail down personas
for different types of users. By creating archetypal users with different needs and usage
patterns, they were able to better model the
user experience of customers.
“We decided the cleverest way to handle
this problem was to create different pictures
of people and their habits, modelling what
our users looked like in terms of their requests
and behaviours and what their different needs
were,” said Doyle.
“For example, the accountancy team operates and behaves quite differently to the
engineering team — and you need different
personas for each type of user to make sure
that their user experience is really good.”
While mobility is an enabler of business
that facilitates the free movement of data, using it also introduces additional risk. Making
sure that all the devices Dell EMC’s customers
use are secure is a big area of concern for
Doyle.
“A lot of the functionality introduced by
mobility is coming from the use of the cloud.
Storing sensitive data remotely and viewing
it from mobile devices, but not storing the
data on the handset allows for much more
secure operations,” she said.
“We use an agent on our phones, VMware
AirWatch, that provides really strong device
management to control access rights and
privileges and also if the device is lost, we
can delete whatever data is on it remotely.
Again, that’s about managing the mobile end
of data security.”
According to Doyle, mobility remains a
big driver for Dell EMC’s customers, with
no sign of it diminishing in importance on
the horizon.
“The percentage of companies out there
engaging in a mobility strategy is very high
and in a lot of our executive briefings, workflow transformation is regularly coming up
as an issue. When people looked at this in
the past, they looked at providing devices,
but now they’re looking beyond the device
to the user experience and how the whole
area works,” she said.
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